Join us as we listen

We know that the American health care system is broken, expensive, wasteful, and unsafe. It fails to protect the most vulnerable, while wasting precious resources on unnecessary treatments. And it ranks poorly on nearly all health outcomes.

The **Right Care Alliance (RCA)** is a grassroots social movement that brings together health professionals, religious and community groups, and the public to fix our health care system and restore the soul of medicine. But first, we listen!

Members of RC Boston are conducting **Listening Tours** - visits to various communities and locations, like senior centers, co-housing residencies, and classrooms, to ask people what they want from their health care. By listening to their concerns, we are learning what’s most important to patients and their families now as health care discussions across the nation continue.

**How can you help? Get involved.**

- Sign up to attend a listening tour event here
- Sign up to lead your own listening tour here

For more information, e-mail Stephanie at organize@lowninstitute.org

Also, visit us at www.RightCareAlliance.org to learn more about the RCA.

THE RIGHT CARE ALLIANCE IS AN INITIATIVE OF THE LOWN INSTITUTE.